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NuSTAR’s	mission	
•  NASA’s	Nuclear	Spectroscopic	Telescope	Array	(NuSTAR)	
is	the	ﬁrst	focusing	high-energy	X-ray	mission	
•  Studies	the	ho(est,	densest,	most	energeOc	phenomena	
in	the	Universe	
•  Purpose	is	to	search	for	black	holes,	map	the	remnants	
of	stellar	explosions,	and	study	the	most	extreme	acOve	
galaxies	
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NuSTAR	Discoveries	To-Date	
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NuSTAR’s	Current	Status	
•  Completed	its	two-year	Primary	mission	
–  Map	selected	regions	of	the	sky	
–  Take	a	census	of	collapsed	stars	and	black	holes	of	diﬀerent	sizes	by	
surveying	regions	surrounding	the	center	of	own	Milky	Way	Galaxy	and	
performing	deep	observaOons	of	the	extragalacOc	sky	
–  Map	recently-synthesized	material	in	young	supernova	remnants	to	
understand	how	stars	explode	and	how	elements	are	created	
–  Understand	what	powers	relaOvisOc	jets	of	parOcles	from	the	most	
extreme	acOve	galaxies	hosOng	supermassive	black	holes	
•  Now	in	an	extended	mission	phase	
–  ConOnue	studies	of	X-Ray	sources	in	the	sky	
–  Guest	Observer	program	gives	scienOsts	worldwide	observaOon	Ome	on	
the	spacecrab	
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NuSTAR	Launch	Campaign	
•  The	NuSTAR	observatory	was	assembled	and	tested	at	the	Orbital	
Sciences	facility	in	Virginia	
•  The	Pegasus	rocket	components	are	assembled	and	tested	at	
various	locaOons	around	the	country.	About	six	months	before	
launch	all	of	the	components	are	shipped	to	Orbital’s	Pegasus	
assembly	and	checkout	facility	at	Vandenberg	Air	Force	Base	
(located	midway	between	L.A.	and	San	Francisco)		
•  About	3	months	before	launch	NuSTAR	was	shipped	to	
Vandenberg	
•  About	one	month	before	launch	NuSTAR	was	a(ached	to	the	
Pegasus	rocket	and	the	fairing	is	installed	
•  Between	one	&	two	weeks	before	launch	the	integrated	rocket	is	
a(ached	to	the	L1011	aircrab	(Stargazer)	and	ferried	to	the	
Reagan	Test	Site	(RTS)	located	at	Kwajalein	Island	
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NuSTAR	Launch	Campaign	
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NuSTAR	Launch	Campaign	
•  Two	days	aber	deparOng	from	Vanddenberg	AFB,	the	
L1011	(with	Pegasus	rocket)	landed	at	the	Reagan	Test	
Site,	Kwajalein	Island	(Atoll),	Marshall	Islands	
–  Located	2400	miles	west	of	Hawaii	&	1500	miles	east	of	Guam	
–  9°	north	of	the	equator	
–  Basically	in	the	“Middle	Of	Nowhere”	
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NuSTAR	Launch	Campaign	
•  Aber	about	a	week	of	processing	at	Kwajalein,	on	June	
13th	2012,	shortly	aber	midnight,	the	L1011	took	oﬀ	and	
ﬂew	southeastward	to	about	6	degrees	laOtude	and	
released	the	Pegasus.		
•  About	10	seconds	later,	the	ﬁrst	stage	of	Pegasus	ignited	
	
	
•  About	10	minutes	later,	NuSTAR	was	separated	from	the	
remaining	stage	of	the	Pegasus	rocket	
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Ok,	so	where	is	Kwajalein	Island?	
FOR	EDUCATIONAL	USE	ONLY	
Reagan	Test	Site,	Kwajalein	Island	(Atoll),	Marshall	Islands	
Located	2400	miles	west	of	Hawaii	&	1500	miles	east	of	Guam	
9°	north	of	the	equator	
Basically	in	the	“Middle	Of	Nowhere”	
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Ok,	so	where	is	Kwajalein	Island?	
Los	Angeles	
Hawaiian	Islands	
Kwajalein	
(see	that	I(y	Bi(y	Dot?)	
Japan	
Australia	
Guam	
Paciﬁc	Ocean	
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Vandenberg	AFB	
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NuSTAR	Post	SeparaOon	from	Pegasus	
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QuesOons?	
